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An audience of  a hundred sits before a 
structure built to resemble the ancient 
temple of  Jerusalem. Faux marble and 

white columns with gilt capitals clothe its façade. 
On the temple steps, and before the crowd of  
tourists, a six-man chorus sings. Four interpre-
tative dancers perform at the front of  the stage. 
Perhaps they are moving to the song, perhaps 
they are not; it’s hard to tell. “Hallelujah!” the 
singers harmonize. The crowd responds, some 
raising their hands to testify.

Thirty-three-year-old Nigel Hamm sits in the 
audience watching. Even seated, he stands out 
from the other patrons. His Afro is unkempt, 
and he sports a black Gunmoll t-shirt, a punk 
band some of  the audience members’ grand-
children might know. Nigel is a bar owner 
from Gainesville, about two hours up the road. 
He holds no religion. On a lark, he’s paid 
USD 35 for a ticket to see the spectacle at one 
of  Orlando’s ubiquitous attractions, The Holy 
Land Experience. It has been billed as an “inspir-
ing, full day of  discovery that takes you 2000 
years back in time to the world of  the Bible.”

A bearded singer belts a tune about the sec-
ond coming of  Christ and Armageddon. An 
older woman in the front row raises her hand 
and bobs her head to the world’s destruction set 
to a rhythm-and- blues beat. Three more people 

raise their hands. “Stand up if  you believe,” the 
singer says. The audience stands in unison and 
more raise their hands. Feeling uncomfortable 
staying seated, Nigel stands.  Many in the crowd 
clench their eyes shut. Their faces contort in 
ecstasy. Nigel raises his hand, too, and snaps a 
photo of  the scene with the 27-exposure dispos-
able camera he picked up at the convenience 
store down the street. “Oh yeah, that’s the 
picture,” Nigel says in the reverent whisper of  a 
stranger in a strange land.

The show ends and the crowd fans out to 
the other attractions on the 15-acre property. A 
few wait for the entry to the exhibit of  ancient 
Bibles. Some head over to the Dead Sea scroll 
caves. A husband and wife buy two foot-long 
Jaffa hot dogs at the Simeon’s Corner snack 
stand. “Is that all there is to do here?” Nigel asks, 
before snapping a picture of  a reconstructed 
tomb and then finding his way to the exhibit 
of  ancient Bibles. He buys a package of  Holy 
Land unleavened bread and some sandal-shaped 
key rings at the park’s gift shop and heads off  in 
search of  the next amusement at the park. 

Nigel is a single drop in the sea of  visitors 
who wash through Central Florida every year to 
be entertained and distracted. Almost 48 million 
people traveled to Orlando in 2006 of  the 84 
million that came to the state. According to the 
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Magic Kingdom
Lean over and say the words to your now docile eight-year-old. 
Go on, try it: “Magic Kingdom.” Now watch as your little bun-
dle of love turns into a cockeyed lunatic, foaming at the 
mouth just to be near that bare-chested mouse every-
body loves. While Disney sits entrenched for most 
as the definition of the sunshine state, there is 
a complex world to discover, from the sub-
lime to the downright ridiculous. 

Disney´s Pleasure island, orlando.
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Travel Industry Association of  America, Florida 
was the second most popular tourist destination 
in America in 2004. And Walt Disney World’s 
four major properties alone counted 44 million 
visitors through the turnstiles the same year. 

While any first-time visitor is almost required 
to pass through at least one of  the major 
theme parks, there’s a whole world to experi-
ence, eat and enjoy—from the dramatic rivers 
and springs, to the weird and kitschy roadside 
attractions. The middle of  the state is more than 
Disney World and Universal Studios, though, 
and offers almost any entertainment a visitor 
could desire. There are, of  course, the family 
attractions—the Magic Kingdom, Wet ‘n Wild, 
SeaWorld and Gatorland. There are also world-
class hotels and restaurants, watering holes and 
clubs, spas, ecotourism, shopping and shows. 
Whether the leisure-seeker is looking for some-
thing life-changing—like jumping out of  per-
fectly good airplanes—or just some time to do 
nothing, it’s all here. This area has been made 
synonymous in the popular mind with the word 
“play”: alternately titled “the country’s vacation 
playground” and “host to America at play.”

“I’m just here to get away from work,” Nigel 

says, sighing at being reminded of  the stress of  
running Common Grounds, a pre-eminent live 
music venue in Central Florida.

His next stop is WonderWorks, a high–
tech science playground on Orlando’s busy 
International Drive, where he’s looking to chan-
nel his inner twelve-year old. He’s excited to 
play. The three-story building, constructed to 
mimic a mansion turned upside down, offers 
flight simulators, virtual reality roller coast-
ers and combat simulators, laser tag and other 
intense interactive exhibits. “Go on in there and 
have a good time. If  you have any questions 
about the science of  what you’re seeing, just 
ask, and we’ll be able to tell you more about it,” 
says manager Kevin Murphy. “There’s a lot of  
learning going on here.”

Nigel enters the playground one slow step at a 
time through a walkway inside a spinning tube. 
The sensation lightly interferes with his equilib-
rium, turning the act of  walking into a game of  
skill. “Oh God, I’m gonna be sick,” he says and 
laughs as everyone else who must contend with 
the obstacle spontaneously does. He sits in an 
earthquake simulator that tosses him around 
after a recorded voice gives some information 

about the phenomenon. “Oh, this ain’t so bad,” 
he says. Nigel is a man of  few words, though he 
is prone to outbursts of  unintelligible noises. 
He’s jostled again. “Hey-oooh! I need some 
alcohol in me for this.”

What he says, he means. He moves through 
the three floors of  activity and makes a beeline 
to the nightlife of  downtown Orlando, ventur-
ing away from the managed world of  the theme 
parks and family destinations. He takes it to the 
streets, hopping out on Orange Avenue, where 
the locals go to play. He stops at a dark-wood 
and red-upholstered lounge named Vintage and 
then boogies to The Celt Irish Pub, where he 
enjoys a homemade smoked salmon appetizer 
served with capers, red onions, tomato, sliced 
egg and warm brown bread. “That’s the stuff,” 
Nigel says, polishing off  the last bite and wash-
ing it down with a Guinness. 

He slides over to BarBQ bar, a place that looks 
like his own establishment in Gainesville. The 
music is loud, the shots are served in a plastic 
cup and the side of  a mobile home is mounted 
to a wall across from a toilet seat, also hung for 
decoration. He pops in at Lizzy McCormick’s 
for a nightcap. At 2:30 in the morning, exhaus-

tion sets in. “This town’s not so bad. Gotta figure 
out the game plan for tomorrow,” he says before 
drifting off  to sleep in his hotel room without 
figuring out the game plan for tomorrow.

Discount attraction ticket seller Fezal Riyasat, 
who works at a business called Authorized 
Ticket Outlet near Disney World, says the first 
trip to Orlando demands visitors see the big 
name attractions, but people often ask him of  
places to go outside the parks. While the big 
names are the anchors to their dream vacations, 
tourists often also want to have some new expe-
riences and save a few dollars. Sticking with the 
big parks is not the way to save cash. A ticket to 
Disney now runs USD 75 a day for anyone over 
ten years old and USD 63 for those ages three to 
nine. A one-day pass to Universal costs USD 85. 
“Some people tell me they have been saving up 
for four or five years to come here and see the 
parks and the area,” Riyasat says. “People go 
broke halfway through their trips.” 

Nigel is not prepared to spend this much. 
Instead, on a whim, he decides to investigate 
the town of  Celebration, near Walt Disney 
World. The town, built by Disney but later 
incorporated as a municipality, was centrally 

nigel hamm

This area has been made synonymous 
in the popular mind with the word 
“play”: alternately titled “the coun-
try’s vacation playground” and 
“host to America at play.”

l to r: Wekiwa springs state Park; Gainesville; Daytona Beach; Juniper creek, 
inside ocala national forest; Gatorland, orlando.
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You may think you know Central 

Florida. Everybody knows one side 

of the area—that Technicolor destina-

tion that drips from the tongues of 

the world’s young like the sweetest 

honey. There’s the mouse ears, the 

dinner shows, the outlet malls, the 

golf courses. If you have interest in 

any of those, surely you already know 

what the Orlando area has to offer.

But there are so many things 

to see and do. Beaches. Seafood. 

Amusement parks. Kennedy Space 

Center. Canoeing. Hiking. Sports. 

Aimless wandering. Jumping off 

planes, jumping on boats. Underwater 

cave diving and antique shopping. 

Good people. Simple living.

The day can begin momentously 

if you want to travel an hour east. 

There, on any of the beaches that 

border the state, the sun splits with 

the long expanse of the Atlantic 

Ocean at the horizon of the eastern 

sky. As it begins its track across 

Florida’s peninsula, you will find 

yourself alone except for a flock of 

seagulls or a hunting pelican.

Going west, stop at the Lone 

Cabbage Fish Camp, which offers 

turtle, gator tail and frog legs along 

with an airboat ride along the St. 

John River.

Following the sun, you will come 

upon that native, nearly impenetrable 

forest of pine and saw palmetto 

that once colluded with marsh to 

make the state inhospitable to all 

but the hardiest settlers. In places, 

the land opens up to prairies and 

citrus groves. Energy stored in the 

area’s copious sunlight slams into 

molecules in the tree leaves, sup-

plying the power needed to drive 

reproduction. Fruit weighing down 

the branches swells a little more with 

this energetic coaxing as your car 

passes the groves.  

About midway between the 

beach and Orlando is a town called 

Christmas. After you pass by the 

post office that is annually flooded by 

letters asking Santa for horses and 

video game units, a sign will point 

you to Fort Christmas Historical 

Park. It’s a nice setting for a picnic 

lunch and afterwards you can walk 

around the fort, which was built as 

a supply depot during the Second 

Seminole War. There is also a small 

museum dedicated to the lives of the 

area’s crackers, the white settlers to 

the area named for their abilities with 

a whip while herding cattle. A small 

cracker village has been rebuilt in 

the park. 

Next comes the Orlando metro-

politan area. It becomes clear now 

to you, the westward traveler, how 

much of a dramatic change has taken 

place in the area from when it was 

first settled. It used to be known offi-

cially as Mosquito County and held 

little more than 1,500 hardy settlers 

up to the 1880s. Many of those pri-

meval low-country lands have made 

way for the modern built Florida, but 

several places still exist that give you 

a glimpse back through the area’s 

natural history. Wekiwa Springs 

State Park and the Kissimmee River 

offer views of the watery landscapes 

indigenous to Florida. 

A number of springs fed by the 

aquifer under the state break through 

the ground to create long underwa-

ter caverns north in Alachua County. 

Cave divers find a silent paradise 

down there. In Gainesville, the roof 

of one of those underground caves 

collapsed thousands of years ago, 

creating small waterfalls, a sinkhole 

and a microclimate for unique plant 

life at Devil’s Millhopper Geological 

State Park.

An hour from the middle of the 

state, finish the day off watching the 

sunset over the Gulf of Mexico and 

eat some fresh seafood on Florida’s 

forgotten west coast. Don’t worry 

about seeing so much in a day or 

two—there will always be something 

new waiting tomorrow.

designed using the techniques advocated in the 
New Urbanism movement. Its principles stress 
a walkable community, mixed-use development 
and more uniform building codes.

Nigel becomes a fledgling New Urbanist. He 
enjoys walking the dense urban core of  the 
town, where shops and restaurants create that 
idealized sense of  community. He drives slowly 
along Eastlawn Drive, taking in the diversity of  
styles used to build homes. He thinks he sees 
houses fashioned in Mediterranean, Southern 
Revival and Key West styles. He wasn’t sure, 
but he may even have seen a house built like a 
French farmhouse. “I almost feel too safe here,” 
he says.

He stops at the Celebration Town Tavern for 
lunch and enjoys steamed Ipswich clams with 
drawn butter and an heirloom tomato and moz-
zarella salad. His waitress Danielle says she gets 
relatively few tourists compared to a large local 
clientele. This is made all the more odd, she 
says, because Disney is so close and connected 

to Celebration by surface roads. “The community 
is what really supports these businesses,” she says. 
“At night, this place is always packed and I know 
almost everyone’s name at the bar.”

Larry Thatch, the manager of  Carrs Barbers 
Club, sees more visitors come to town and patron-
ize his shop. “We get a lot of  tourists who come 
in for a cut and a shave. We’re very accommodat-
ing,” Thatch says. “We can also give them a beard 
and mustache detailing and send them on their 
way.”

But before Nigel can say yes to grooming ser-
vices, the chains of  his normal life tauten and 
drag him back up to his business. He’s got a beer 
shipment coming in and a bartending shift to 
work tonight.

He drives Florida’s Turnpike back to Gainesville, 
two hours north. Up the interstate, around 
Groveland and Howey-in-the-Hills, he passes a 
rolling landscape of  pine and an expanse of  
orange groves. Then the land opens up to reveal 
the huge cattle and horse pastures of  Sumter 
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the Don Garlits Museum of Drag 
racing and automobiles holds 
a wealth of these strange 
machines, some of them little 
more than rocket engines 
tilted horizonally and then 
strapped with a seat 
and wheels. 

folloWinG the sun in central floriDa

Floridaa

Downtown orlando, church street.
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County and Ocala, where the Spanish moss 
becomes apparent. Hanging from the limbs of  
oaks, it cloaks this part of  the South and makes 
the trees look stately and elegant. 

Nigel has a big oak in his front yard with 
Spanish moss dripping from it. He thinks the 
moss and the oak lend a feeling of  timelessness 
to Central Florida, the same way oceans do for 
coastal communities and mountains do for the 
towns in the valleys below. He also says the 
moss carries chiggers and fleas.

There’s one last stop to make before end-
ing his brief  vacation. It calls to him as he 
drives through Ocala from the highway bill-
boards dotting the highway—“Big Daddy” Don 
Garlits’ Museum of  Drag Racing and Classic 
Automobiles. “Why not?” he thinks.

He is once again in a strange land. He looks at 
the walls of  trophies and news clips proclaiming 
the victories of  Garlits, the father of  drag rac-
ing. “Whoever this Garlits guy is, it looks like 
he must have been successful,” Nigel says. “This 
sport looks a little dangerous.”

Nigel is both a master of  understatement and 
of  pointing out the obvious. He reads the sign 
above Garlit’s “Swamp Rat 31” dragster that 
says the car crossed the finish line at 215 miles 
per hour in Spokane, Washington. It was upside 
down, backwards and on fire when it did it.

The museum holds a wealth of  these strange 
machines, some of  them little more than rocket 
engines tilted horizontally and then strapped 
with a seat and wheels. There are old dragsters, 
funny cars and classic hot rods. There are also 
the long, thin modern dragsters, custom-built 
to missile down a straightaway at 325 miles per 
hour. The engine hearts of  the beasts are also 
on display, including one that was taken from a 
World War II era P-40 fighter plane.

In another building on the property, classic 
cars from a 1904 Orient Buckboard to the 1950 
Mercury Lead Sled driven by Fonzie in the 
“Happy Days” television show are on display 
along with others. A working free jukebox 
stands at the end of  one of  the rows of  cars. 

Nigel dials in song number 309, The Flamingos’ 
1959 hit “I Only Have Eyes for You,” and 
wanders amongst the ’54 Chryslers, the ’60s 
Mustangs and stands for a long moment in front 
of  the ’65 Corvair.

Museum employee Francine Head shows 
off  a 1956 Chrysler Imperial, custom-made 
for President Dwight Eisenhower. She points 
through the window to the auto’s dashboard, 
which was built with a 45-speed record player 
for the president’s listening pleasure. For the 
best tour, though, she recommends an appoint-
ment with Garlits himself. For a minimum 
of  USD 250, “Big Daddy” will show visitors 
around. “People from all over the world come 
here,” Head says. “They’re amazed by the col-
lection and by Don Garlits. He’s a fantastic ora-
tor.” But that’ll be saved for the next visit. Time 
is running short and Nigel must get back to his 
business, about 45 minutes north on Interstate 
75, which picks up where the turnpike ends.

Thursday starts the weekend in Gainesville. 
More specifically, it starts sometime after 3 
pm, when students diffuse from the massive 
University of  Florida campus to their natural 
habitat, the bars and restaurants right across the 
street from the school. One of  the restaurants, 
called The Swamp in homage to the 90,000-
capacity American football stadium just down 
the road, has set up a large screen television on 
its front porch. As Nigel sits at a stoplight, he 
stares blankly at the people sitting outside and 
at the TV broadcasting a UF basketball game. 
The light turns, he drives on to the downtown 
area.  

Like many college towns, Gainesville deni-
zens have turned partying into an art form. 
Cheap eats, dance clubs and bars abound. But 
the city, bolstered by over 50,000 students and a 
growing professional community connected to 
the university, offers nightly music, sports, arts 
and cultural events worthy of  a major regional 
academic hub. There are also numerous outdoor 
recreation possibilities throughout the area. It’s 
a common warm weather activity for locals to 

flock to the clear, blue water bubbling up from 
the freshwater springs in the area. At Ginnie 
Springs, tubing is the activity of  choice and the 
clear water at Ocala National Forest’s Juniper 
Creek make the canoe run through unspoiled 
subtropical forest an exceptional trip.

There’s no more play for Nigel tonight, though. 
As the evening gets underway at Common 
Grounds, a regular says hello and shakes hands. 
A woman gives him a cookie and a stream 
of  people comes in to speak with him. In the 
past, his business partners have issued Common 
Grounds currency for advertising and to trade for 
services. His face replaces George Washington’s 
on the bill. He is money. He is beloved.

The place is full but not packed to its 510-
person capacity. An organ jam band opens up 
followed by a roots reggae band. People crowd 
the stage to be near the well-known local acts. 
Stage lights and the dancing colors from a row of  
video games off  to the side illuminate the crowd. 
At the back of  the room, the bar is busy, too. He 
works steadily to fill customers’ orders as the 
second band finishes its set. 

“Is it time to switch the light on?” asks one of  
his employees.

“Not yet,” Nigel says without looking up from 
one of  the potent concoctions coming together 
under his hand.

Fifteen minutes pass. 
“Alright, time to flip the switch,” Nigel says. 

He presses a button. A big sign above the bar 
reading “LAST CALL” comes on. It’s time for 
customers to finish up and head home. He 
rushes to lock Common Grounds’ doors. His 
short trip through the middle of  Florida has left 
him tired and ready for bed. It is cruelly ironic 
that Nigel takes time off  to get away from work, 
but it really only serves to slow the tedious days 
after returning. 

“Sometimes when I’m having fun here, I don’t 
want to turn that sign on,” he says, pulling the 
door closed after cleaning the place up. “Some 
nights I want to turn it on every 15 minutes.” a
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Nigel has a big oak in his front yard with 

Spanish moss dripping from it. He says 

the moss carries chiggers and fleas.

lone caBBaGe fish caMP
State Road 520 at the St. John’s River
Due west of Cocoa Beach
twisterairboatrides.com

fort christMas historical ParK
1300 Fort Christmas Road (county road 420)
Christmas  
nbbd.com/godo/FortChristmas/

WeKiWa sPrinGs state ParK
1800 Wekiwa Circle
Apopka  
floridastateparks.org/wekiwasprings 

DeVil’s MillhoPPer GeoloGical 
state ParK
4732 Millhopper Road
Gainesville 
floridastateparks.org/devilsmillhopper

coMMon GrounDs
210 SW 2nd Ave.
Gainesville 
cgcoffeehouse.com

BiG DaDDY Don Garlits MuseuM 
of DraG racinG
13700 SW 16th Ave.
Ocala 
garlits.com

WonDerWorKs
9067 International Dr.
Orlando
wonderworksonline.com

holY lanD eXPerience
4655 Vineland Road 
Orlando 
theholylandexperience.com

central floriDa, the GooDs:

icelandair flies to 
Orlando three times 
weekly. 


